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The collective response of the nucleus: Giant Resonances
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Multi-phonon giant resonances



Experimental Evidence

Two-phonon giant resonances were observed in:

• Double-charge exchange reactions:  DIAS ,  DGDR (∆Tz = ± 2)   [Los Alamos]

• Inelastic heavy-ion scattering : isoscalar DGQR   [Orsay]

• Relativistic Coulomb breakup: DGDR  DGDR (∆Tz = 0)   [GSI]



Double charge-exchange reactions



Nuclear excitation of double GQR



Electromagnetic excitation at high energies

High velocities v/c≈0.6-0.9
⇒ High-frequency Fourier components

Eγ,max ≈ 25 MeV (@ 1 GeV/u)

b>RP+RT

Pb
Absorption of

‘virtual Photons’

σelm ~ Z2

Semi-classical theory:

dσelm / dE = Nγ(E) σγ(E)

Determination of ‘photon energy’ (excitation energy) via a kinematically complete

measurement of the momenta of all outgoing particles (invariant mass)



Electromagnetic excitation at high energies

Two effects:

velocity plus 
Lorentz
contraction

adiabatic cut-off: 

M1
approaches 
plane wave

for γ≫1

all Nπl equal 
(as for real 
photon beams)

Emax=25MeV 
for 1 GeV/u

Excitation probability



Inclusive measurements 



Direct photon decay

Elm excitation 

GSI - SIS

Jim Ritman et al.

TAPS



The LAND reaction setup @GSI

Excitation energy E* from kinematically
complete measurement of all outgoing 
particles:

Neutrons

ToF, ∆E

LAND
tracking → Bρ ∼ A/Qβγ

Charged fragments

Photons
ALADIN
large-acceptance dipole

ToF, x, y, z

Crystal Ball
and TargetBeam

projectile
tracking

~12 m

Mixed beam



LAND data: DGDR in Pb



Harmonicity of giant vibrations



Decay properties and damping



Decay properties and damping

Neutron kinetic-energy spectra

Statistical decay, very little direct neutron decay

LAND data, K. Boretzky et al.



Decay properties and damping

Independent determination of 
spreading width



Cross section enhancement: unharmonicity?



Cross section enhancement: unharmonicity?



Cross section enhancement: unharmonicity?

Effect of unharmonicity on cross 
section is small if frequeny of GDR 
is kept at experimental value



Mixed-phonon contributions
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contributions from mixed-
phonon states typically   
on a 10% level

in the following, tentatively 
subtracted

Lanza, Volpe, 
Chomaz et al.



Cross section enhancement: unharmonicity?



Dynamical effects

Γ/h  ~  1021 s-1

tint ~ 10-22 s-1

should have a much more significant 
effect at lower beam velocities

should have a much more significant 
effect at lower beam velocities

~ 10 %~ 10 %

see also

Gu and Weidenmüller



Cross section enhancement

dynamical 
effects



Multi-phonon giant resonances in 238U



Conclusion

• Giant resonances are collective harmonic 
vibrations of the nucleus

• Multi-phonon excitations observed
• Excitation energy, decay properties and 

damping width in agreement with 
harmonic oscillator expectation

• Cross section enhancement explained by 
various mechanisms



Neutron-proton asymmetric nuclei

A laboratory for studying nuclear properties as 
a function of isopsin and density:

Asymmetric nuclear matter (Equation of state)
Nucleon-nucleon interaction 
and correlations
Nuclear structure
Astrophysics

Neutron-rich nuclei  – Neutron-rich Matter
n-Skin  Pygmy dipole             EoS Neutron Star


